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ABSTRACT:'Evaluation of seismic performance of tunnels in the transverse direction is becoming increas
ingly important, since many tunnels with a large cross-sectional areas or a complex cross-sectional profile
have been constructed in recent years and they need to be designed to with consideration of large earthquakes.
However, there are many cases where it is difficult to validate design method accuracy, since methods for ana
lyzing the behavior of such tunnels during large earthquakes have not yetbeen established. In order to solve
this problem andto understand the response of such tunnels subjected to cyclic large shear deformation, the
authors conducted centrifuge model tests on three types of tunnel in large soil deformation using an active
type shear box: circular tunnel, rectangular tunnel with center columns, and combination of these (triple-faced
tunnel consisting of two circular tunnels and a rectangular tunnel)._Test results reveal that bending moment
and axial force distributions of the circular and rectangular tunnels in the triple-faced 111111161 are similar to
those in single circular and rectangular tunnels, respectively. However magnitudes of the maximum bending
moment in the triple-faced rectangular tunnel differed from that in single rectangular tunnel, since the ground
adjacent to the tunnels showed different displacement due to complicated tunnel-soil-tunnel interaction.

1 INTRODUCTION
In order to utilize limited urban underground spaces,

2 OUTLINE OF CENTRIFU GE MODEL TESTS

construction of new type tunnels (e.g. large cross
section tunnels, specially-shaped ttmnels, and multi
faced tunnel) is increasing in Japan in recent years.
Such turmels need seismic evaluation in the trans
verse direction as well as the longitudinal direction.
Since the 1995 Kobe Earthquake, there is a growing
awareness that the seismic design of under ground

2.1 Loading apparatus
The active type shear box used in the tests is shown
in Figure 1. The shear box consisted of thirteen

structures against large earthquakes is important.
Although a framed structure analysis subjected

to ground defonnation through soil-structure inter
action springs in pseudo-static condition and a dy
namic response analysis are generally used for the
seismic design of tunnels for the transverse direction
accuracy of analysis results is often controversial

when they are applied to designing large cross

section turmels and specially-shaped tunnels. In or
der to understand soil-turmel interactions for large
cross-section and specially-shaped tunnels, the au
thors performed centrifuge model tests in which cy
clic shear deformation was statically applied to the
model ground (consisting of a tunnel model and sur
rounding sand) placed in an active type shear box.
Three different types of model tunnel were prepared:
circular tunnel, rectangular tunnel, and combination
of these two (triple-faced tunnel).

stacked 24mm-thick allunite coated duralumin lami
nae supported by roller bearings, which are mounted
in grooves on each laminae. Three hydraulic actua
tors are connected with the three laminae, Nos.5, 9
and 13, directly, and lateral forces are transmitted to
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Figure 1. View of the shear box.
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Figure 2. Test cases.
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Figure 3. Outline of tunnel models and measurements.

the other laminae through four linked sets of plate

springs.__

2.2 Model ground l
The Toyoura sand (specific gravity: 2.64, maximum
void ratio: 0.978, minimum void ratio: 0.605) was
used for the model ground. The model ground was
prepared by air pluviation to achieve a relative den
sity of 90%. The tunnel model was installed in posi

tion during the placement of the sand. In order to
take into_ consideration the shape and mechanical
properties (eg. modulus of elasticity) of actual tun

nels, dimensi_ons of the aluminum-made models for
the circular tunnel and rectangular tunnel with center
columns :were determined. Model setups for three
test cases. are shown in Figure 2, and the details of
the tunnel models and the locations of measurement

point are illustrated in Figure 3. The measurement
items included the strains for both sides of the tunnel

lining and center columns (which were used for

calculating the axial forces and bending moments)
and the relative horizontal displacement between the

top and bottom slabs of the rectangular tunnel

(which were measured by gap sensor). At the both
ends of the tunnel models, measures were taken to
reduce friction between the trmnels and the shear
box.

2.3 Test conditions
Having prepared the model, the model was put in a
centrifugal acceleration field of 50 G. After outputs
of all the sensors were stabilized at 50G, eight-step
cyclic triangularly-shaped horizontal displacements
were applied to the laminar box. In each cycle, 200
second cycle sinusoidal motions were applied to the
laminar box, where the peak values of the applied
waves were increased after applying three cycles, up
to 6.4mm at the top lamina as summarized in Table
1.

Table 1. Loading steps (displacements). (mm)

Step l_ 2 - 3 4 5 6 7 8

I_aminaN0.13 0.050 0.100 0.200 0.400 0.800 1.600 3.200 6.400

The maximum bending moment of circular and

rectangular tunnels is almost the same value of
20kNm/m. The distributions show the following
tendencies; i) in the case of circular tunnels, the

ll_aminaN0.9_ 0.033 0.067 0.133 0.267 0.533 1.067 2.133 4.267

bending moment becomes large at the spring-line

LaminaNO.§ 0.017 0.033 0.067 0.133 0.267 0533 1.067 2.133

lar tunnels, on the other hand, seems to be raised
from the top and bottom slabs to each comer and at

0
A“”’9”f,‘;“S"“'
0.015 0.031 0.062 0.123 0.246 0.492 0.985 1.969

.Input Wave :Sign wave( 0.0051-Iz) - 3Cycles I Step

Note Average Shear Stmin = (Lamina No.13 displacement) /

_ (Ground Height)

3 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
/

3.1 Bending moment and Axial force by centryfuge

acceleration '

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the bending mo

ment at the centrifugal acceleration of 50G. The
bending moments and axial forces were _calculated
from the measured strainsiof the tunnel- using the
equation below. The results were discussed in full
scale values, i.e. prototype values.

M=_l(5aur'3in)xEXf2
12x 1-v2
N=(e,,,,,
+s,,,)xE><t (2)
2x 1-v2
where M : bending moment
N : axial force
g out : strain at the outside of turmel lining
5 in: strain at the inside of tunnel lining
E : elastic modulus of tunnel

t : thickness of tunnel lining
v : poisson’s ratio of tunnel

~

and the upper/lower parts. The moment of rectangu

the connections of a center column. ii) moment val
ues and the distributions of triple-faced tunnel are
approximately the same as the single tunnels.

Axial force becomes large at sides of lining in
both type of tunnels and center columns in rectangu
lar tunnel. Its maximum value is about l80kN/m.
It can be thought that the 'shear box except load
ing apparatus will deform slightly during increasing
centrifugal acceleration. The sectional force, there
fore, does not distribute symmetrically. In the subse
quent section on cyclic loading tests, the test results
are discussed. using incremental sectional force aim
ing at removing the effects of the shear box deforma
tion before cyclic loading.

3.2 Bending moment and Axial force by cyclic
loading

3.2.1 Behavior of active type shear box
In order to verify the ftmdamental cyclic properties

of the shear box and the ground displacement at
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Figure 4. Bending moment at the centrifugal acceleration 50G ( : initial).
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the middle, a loading test of sand without tunnels
was performed in the 'same way as the tests men
tioned in Section :2. Figure 5 represents the dis
placement of each lamina at one quarter of a loadin
cycle for step 8. The Figure also shows the ground
displacement at the middle calculated by applying

integration methods' in the depth direction using the
surface displacement and strain behaviors of a ph0S_

phorous bronze plate (thickness: 0.2 mm, width;

5m1n) _ As shown in the Figure, the displacement of
the ground at the middle generally coincides with the

placement. `

simple shear mode and is about 70% of given dis

3.2.2 Behaviors ofthe single circular tunnel and
rectangular tunnel with center columns
Figure 6 shows the sectional forces, bending mo
ment and axial force of both single circular and recf
tangular tunnels caused by cyclic shear for the first
cycle of each loading step. 'Here the sectional forces
for a center column of the rectangular tunnel are val
ues for the unit length along the longimdinai direc
tion of tunnel, taking into consideration the intervals

of the columns.
The findings are summarized as follows; 1) Sec
tional forces 'at the comers are remarkable. 2) Bend
ing moment is also large at ends of a center column.
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Figure 6. Behavior of single tunnels
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3) The distribution of sectional forces seems to be
the same irrespective of loading steps. 4) The maxi
mum values of bending moment and axial force are

l'10kNm/m and 600kN/m,` respectively. Both of
them become larger than those before cyclic loading.
Figure 7 shows the bending moments and rela
tive displacements between two laminae (i_.e. R6 and
R8 on figure 2) located at tunnel’s elevation for the

single rectangular tunnel. The relation of bending
moments and horizontal relative -displacements be
tween the top and bottom slabs is also shown in the
Figure. The former displacements can be regarded
as ground displacements. As shown in the Figure,
these relations will be different tendency. The bend
ing moment will not be proportional to the laminae
relative displacements, whereas it will be almost ir1
proportion to relative displacements between two
slabs of the tunnel. It seems to indicate that relative
displacement of tunnel and ground takes place and it
is' important to evaluate tunnel’s displacement _
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Table 2. Horizontal relative displacements for
rectangular tunnels.

S[Cpl2345678

.CASE2 0.25 0.56 1.00 2.03 3.81 6.90 12.37 27.00

CASE3 (Triple- ~
(Smgle tunnel)

l faced tunnel) |015 |031 |053 ‘L14 |231 |478 | 8.80 16.50
imm) i

3.2.3 Behavior of trqnlefaced tunnel
The comparison of the distribution of the bending
moments at step8 for the triple-faced tunnel and that
for the single circular and rectangular tunnels is
shown in Figure 8. 'This Figure shows that there is
not much difference between the triple-faced tunnel
and single tunnel in circular cases, though the depths
of each tunnel differ. Meanwhile, ir1 case of the rec
tangular tunnel of triple-faced tunnel, bending mo
ments reduce compared with single case despite the
same difference 111 depths as circular tunnels. Hori

zontal relative displacement between the top and
bottom slabs for the triple-faced rectangular tunnel is

smaller of 1.65cm than that of 2.7cm for single

faced tunnel at step 8. The tendency is the same for
all the steps shown in table 2.
Figure 9 shows the bending moments compared
with triple-faced and single-faced rectangular tunnel
at almost the same displacements. For example, the
displacement at step2 in case2 is almost the same
with the one at step3 in case3, and so on. The bend
ing moment at the lower right comer in triple-faced
tunnel, that is ach acent to circular tunnel, seems to
become greater larger than that in single tunnel at
almost the same displacement.
As mentioned above, conceming the horizontal
relative displacement and distribution of bending

moment, the mechanical behavior of triple-faced
tunnel is different from the single tunnel. The former
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Figure 8. Comparison between single tunnel and triple-faced tunnel (bending moment).

will globally influence on bending moment of tunnel
On the other hand, the later will locally influence on

it. It will be important to pay attention to these ef
fects for the design of a multi-faced adjacent turmel.

Based on the test results represented in this paper,

the future studies will establish a method for evaluap
ing the behaviors' 'of large cross-section tunnels and
complex cross-section tunnels during large ear-Lh_
quakes.

4 CONCLUSION
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Centiifuge model tests were performed to under
stand the response of a circular tunnel, a rectangular

tunnel with center columns, and a combination of
these two (triple-faced tunnel consisting of two cir
cular turmels and a rectangular tunnel) subjected to
cyclic large shear deformation. The test results ex
hibited the same tendency as the findings from pre
vious studies: the increase of the sectional forces
(bending moment and axial force) due to cyclic shear

deformation was large at 45 degrees 'from spring
line/comers, and at the top and bottom ends for the
center columns. The mechanical_behavior of triple
faced tunnel is different from the single tunnel con
cerning the horizontal relative displacement of tun
nel and distribution of bending- moment and it will
be important to pay attention to these effects.
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Figure 9. Comparison between single tunnel and triple-faced tunnel
(bending moment) for approximately same displacement.

